
Higher Category Theory - Lecture 2

Notation:

·Action of simplicial operators
X(f)

X -> Xm

a - af

·Description of simplicial operators
8:[m] -> [n]

&-Sol
!

m 1> si)
we writeas 8=<S0...Sn).

Example: coface operators:d"(n] ->[m] "mitsi", so for
[0] *11]

can be writen as do= 41) and d'= <0b.

Example: Codegeneracy operators: [0] *[1][2]"repeati",
so they can be written as s":[2]=[1]

So= 1001) and 5 =011).

We can shorten notation by writting af =ai...in.



the nerve of a category:Leto be a category, we can define a

NrG = Homcat/[n],6)

and given f: (m]- [n] we have

Nur6) -> Nm/6)

a:[n]+51t af:[m]+ 5

Let5: 6+ 12 be a functor, then

Nn(6) - Nm/D)

a It Fra

is a simplicid map. In particular, we have
· NoOb6

·Ni6 * Mor6 and the operators
(0): [0] -> [1]

en
f(0) -sourcef

(1):[0] -> [1] f (13- target f
(00):[1] - [0] - 4003- idx

· NeE = composable pairs (fig) s.t f(17 =g<0).



proposition:Let'sbe a category with object setone and
morphism set more. We have

1) there is a bijective correspondence

Nn6 [/g, ...,gn) Ermord" Itargi--sorg;,
a:[n]-31/001,..., an-n)

2) with respectto NuG=> morgy ...more, the map
S: Nn6 -> Nm6

induced by a simplicial operator 8: (m) ->[n] coincides with

191, ...,gn) -/he,..., hm)

bw=
id if 5k- 1) =f(5)E 959;-...git if Sttre)=i<j = S/W.

Proposition:A simplicid setX is isomerphic to the nerve of some
category ifXnx2

①: Xn-> [ge, ...,gn)EX/gi-1)=g;10b3

are bijections.

Proof:Let X satisfy the previous conditions. Then we define
Xo=0b6 and XI =more

for identities we set1007*:Xo-X. For /g,h1eXoX,
the composite is aosDe/fig)0,2). Associativity: Ig, h,b



are associative, so we have a =0" (g,h,()

withinthe
Given xEXo,gEX s.t 9(1)=X. /g, Xoo form a com-

posable pair since X00 = (x2004(0) =x400x0)) = X. We have a 2-cell

Isit
but 9(01)) (01) =g/101171014)=g and

-g(01)) (12) =g(01)12)) - g(11)
= (g(1))400) =xoo- idx

and (401k(100) =g(0,007) -g, so by uniquenessof a,
it follows that a =1011).

Proposition: N.:Cat tsSet

6 -N.6

gives Homcat /6, D) = Hamsset/N. 6, No D).

Definition: the horn I?C" are defined by

(iw =[f:(w] +[n](/<n] (j) 4f([w])3.



Ahere 1,is inner if 02j<n.
Proposition:LetX be a simplicial set, X is the nerve of
a category ift

Hom/X) -Hom/1",X)

for all n),2,02j<n.


